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SUBSIDIES

Notifications Pursuant to Article XVI:1

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
Addendum

The first part of this document concerns changes made since the full
notification reproduced in document L/5603/Add.15/Suppl.1 of
21 August 1984. The second part contains a full notification of subsidies
in respect of agricultural products.

During the twentieth session of the CONTRACTING PARTIES and likewise
in the Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Duties, contracting
parties were requested to make full responses to the questionnaire on
subsidies.

Under the report of the Panel on Subsidies (document L/1442 of
19'April 1961), contracting parties were invited to provide information on
subsidies irrespective of whether in the view of individual contracting
parties they were notifiable under Article XVI, since the Panel considered
that it was neither necessary nor feasible to seek an agreed interpretation
of what constitutes a subsidy.

In response to this invitation, the Commission of the European
Communities has the honour to transmit the following documentation
regarding products covered by a common policy, while the member States, for
their part, are communicating notifications in respect of their domestic
policy.

85-1983
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PART I

Steel industry

Page 2:

- Paragraph 1.3(a): fifth and sixth lines, delete: "...and aid for
continued operation (no payments may be made after 31 December 1984)".

Page 3:

- Paragraph 2.2: fifth line: delete "production capacity would be
reduced between 1980 and 1985 by a total of" and replace by: "the
total reduction of production capacity required between 1980 and 1985
on this basis was...".

Page 4:

- After paragraph 2.4, insert the following paragraph as point 3:
"Following extension of certain time-limits in the code of aids
approved by the Community authorities on 31 July 1985 the Commission
agreed to the payment of additional aids in 1985 in six member States.
In return for these new aids, additional reductions of production
capacity amounting to more than 2 million tons have been achieved
bringing the total of such reductions achieved in the context of the
two codes of aids to nearly 32 million tons."

- In the present paragraph 3, now renumbered as paragraph 4: second
line, read: "up to 30 September 1985".

- Add the following paragraph as point 5: "The Commission has put
before the Council a proposal for a decision based on Article 95 of
the Treaty concerning the rules applicable to aids and financial
transfers to the steel industry after 1985. This matter is currently
being examined by the Community authorities".

Page 6: Table 2: the updated table is given in Annex I.
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Textiles and clothing

Page 8:

- Paragraph 3.1 should read as follows: "At the present time, no direct
and specific aid is granted to the textile and clothing sector".

Page 9:

- Paragraph 3.2 should read as follows: "In the EEC member States the
textile and clothing sector can benefit from certain general incentive
measures in the context of economic and regional development policy".

- Paragraph 4: fifth line, read: "ending in July 1987".
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Shipbuilding:

Page 10:

- Paragraph 1.1 is amended to read: "The fifth directive on aid to
shipbuilding, adopted by the Council in April 1981, was again extended
in December 1984 for a further two years until 31 December 1986".

- Paragraph 2.2 is amended to read: "The shipbuilding situation was as
unfavourable in 1984 as it had been in 1983. Persisting over-capacity
and extremely low prices continued to affect market conditions,
thereby impairing the adjustment efforts made by Community shipyards".

Pages Il and 12:

- Paragraph 3.3 is amended to read: "Again in 1984, all the maritime
member States having shipbuilding and ship repairing undertakings were
affected by increasing difficulties in the sector. Accordingly, the
Commission had to take decisions regarding a number of new aid
measures. Overall, the situation is as follows:

Federal Republic of Germary:

- The first line is amended as follows: "DM 250 million were
budgeted for aid to shipowners in 1984".

Belgium:

- The last sentence is amended ta read: "For the year 1984, aid
was granted in respect of cases corresponding to investment of a
total value of - BF 2.2 billion".

Denmark:

- The last sentence reads: "Financing granted in 1984 corresponded
to aid in the amount of approximately DKr 200.9 million".

France:

- The penultimate and last sentences are amended to read: "The
budget estimate for 1984 was approximately F 1.6 billion. Aids
granted to shipowners in 1984: F 199 million".

Ireland:

- Add a new sentence: "In 1984, no aid was granted".

Italy:

- The text is replaced by the following: "The Commission has
approved the system of aids to shipbuilding notified by Italy for
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the years 1985-1986. Implementation of the system has been made
subject to certain conditions, inter alia, reductions in
capacity, limitation of aidable production and maximum rate of
aids (not to exceed 25 per cent). For this purpose, the budget
for production aid (1985 and 1986) has been set at
Lit 700 billion".

Netherlands:

- The text is replaced by the following: "In 1984 the Commission
authorized the Netherlands to apply a temporary and small
increase in rates of production aids. Accordingly the maximum
amount of aid has been raised to 10.5 instead of 7 per cent of
the contract price of the ship. The additional budget for this
purpose is f. 32 million".

United Kingdom:

- The text is replaced by the following: "The Commission has
approved the restrucuring plan presented by the United Kingdom
for the years 1985 and 1986. The possible level of aid has been
set at 22.5 per cent of the contract price of the ship. The
budget appropriation for this is £140 million".

Page 13:

- Paragraph 3.4: the last sentence is amended to read: "By way of
exception, the Commission has nevertheless authorized Italy to
continue to grant aid to its ship-repair yards in return for the
restructuring effort which is under way".

- Paragraph 4 is deleted.
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Federal Republic of Germany:

Film industry:

Page 14:

- II Nature of subsidy: in the second paragraph, the last sentence is
amended to read: "In 1984 about DM 20.8 million accrued from this
levy" .
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Belgium: coal industry

Pages 15 and 16:

- The updated text may be found in Annex II.

Belgium: film industry

Page 17: amount of the subsidy, amended to read: 1983: BF 99.8 million;
1984: BF 100 million.
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ANNEX II

A. COAL INDUSTRY

I. Nature and extent of the subsidy

(a) Background and authority

The legal basis for intervention on behalf of the coal industry is to
be found in the following Decisions of the Commission of the European
Communities:

1. Decision No. 528/76/ECSC of 25 February 1976, regarding the
Community system of measures taken by the member States to assist the
coal-mining industry.

The objectives of the Decision are the following:

- maintenance, extension or rationalization of the production
capacity of pits or coalfields which, having regard to their
location in relation to markets, to their reserves of qualities
in demand or their potential for improved productivity, appear
best able to supply the Community's long-term energy coal and
coking coal requirement under satisfactory economic conditions;

- further adaptation of the production of pits or coalfields having
a low economic return to market conditions in such a way as to
avoid causing serious economic and social disturbances in those
regions where re-employment possibilities are still inadequate.

The validity of this Decision runs until 31 December 1985.

2. Decision No. 73/287/ECSC of 23 July 1973 concerning coking coal
and coke intended for the Community's iron and steel industry.

Certain changes have been made to this Decision, most recently by
Decision No. 759/84/ECSC of 23 March 1984. They are designed to
ensure sufficient Community production of these types of coal on a
temporary basis, during a transitional period in which there are
uncertainties as to the supply conditions for coking coal from third
countries.

The validity of these Decisions runs until 31 December 1986.

(b) Financing

Until 30 June 1981, operating losses and investment projects were
financed from budgetary credits included in the budget of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs.
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On 1 July 1981, this financing was entrusted to the National
Corporation for Coal-Mine Financing which has since become the National
Corporation for the Restructuring of National Sectors.

(c) Incidence

The subsidies authorized by the above-mentioned Decisions are granted
directly to producers. They are variable sums and are intended to offset
operating losses and investment expenditure necessary to improve yield,
costs and earnings or to allow operations to continue in satisfactory
conditions of security or health.

The amount of the subsidies for investment expenditure represented
7 per cent in 1982 and 1983 and 6.3 per cent in 1984 of the total amount of
subsidies granted.

(d) Amount of subsidies

For the years 1983 and 1984, the appropriations for this financing
amounted respectively to BF 8 and BF 9.4 billion.

(e) Estimated amount per unit

The amount of the subsidies varies from one undertaking to another,
depending on the amount of operating losses.

II. Effects of the subsidy

(a) Quantitative effects of the subsidy on trade

The subsidies do not hinder international trade. There is still a
substantial net import surplus.

(b) Statistics of production, consumption, imports and exports

(in thousand tons)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Production 6,324 6,186 6,576 6,119 6,342

Consumption 15,946 15,437 15,832 12,849 14,816

Imports 10,139 10,051 10,484 7,510 9,318

Exports 480 787 695 620 1,025
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PART II

A. GENERAL REMARKS

1. The measures notified concern only products which are the subject of a
Common Agricultural Policy, namely, the following sectors:

- Cereals

- Rice

- Bovine meat

- Pigmeat

- Sheepmeat
- Eggs

- Poultry
- Oils and fats

- Sugar

- Dairy products
- Fishery products

- Fruit and vegetables and products processed from fruit and
vegetables

- Tobacco

- Wine
- Fibre flax and hemp
- Hops

- Seeds

- Silkworms
- Peas, broad beans and horse beans used in animal feed

- Dehydrated fodder
- Soyabeans
- Products of the agri-foodstuffs industries (products "not in

Annex II")

2. The measures notified include all the price support measures
introduced by the common market organizations that can involve
participation either by the Community's financing organization or by the
government of a member State, to the extent that such measures derive from
the Community regulations.
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3. With respect to the total amount of aid for each sector, it should be
noted that the data relate to payments made by the European Agricultural
Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF) in the course of the years or periods
during which the exports were effected.
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B. MEASURES

I. EXPORT REFUNDS

For certain of the sectors governed by a market organization, the
Common Agricultural Policy provides for the possibility of granting export
refunds.

The purpose of export refunds is to cover, as far as possible and in
order to enable exports to be effected at international trade prices, the
difference between those prices and Community prices.

The refund is the same for the whole of the Community; a differential
may be applied according to destination or time (months of delivery). The
amount of the refund is fixed periodically. The periodicity of the fixing
is different for each sector because of the special characteristics of each
sector. In order to facilitate export operations, in the case of the
majority of products a system has been introduced whereby refunds can be
fixed in advance. The refund is paid to the exporter.

The total amount of export refunds financed by the EAGGF during the
past few years, and for each sector, is as follows:

(ECU million)

Product Refunds Refunds Refunds
1982 1983 1984

Cereals 1,064.9 1,525.0 918.3
Rice

1 41.0 67.9 26.9
Sugar'
Olive oil 8.8 9.7 8.1
Oils and fats 3.8 3.7 0.4
Peas, broad beans and horse beans - _ _
Dehydrated fodder _ _ _
Flax and hemp _ _ _
Cotton _ _ _
Silkworms _ _ _
Fruit and vegetables 59.5 58.1 58.6
Wine 31.9 20.2 18.6
Tobacco 17.3 27.9 36.5
Seeds _ _ _
Hops

Starting with the 1980/1981 marketing year, the export refunds on
domestic sugar have been entirely financed out of producer contributions by
producers of sugar and isoglucose and sugar beet and sugar cane producers
of the Community.
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(ECU million)

Product Refunds Refunds Refunds
1982 1983 1984

Apiculture
Dairy products 1,521.3 1,326.8 1,943.4
Bovine meat 643.5 828.2 1,392.7
Sheepmeat _ _ _
Pigmeat 96.1 120.2 157.0
Eggs and poultry 103.9 123.3 69.8
Products of the agri-foodstuffs

industries 414.4 343.2 382.4
Fishery products 13.8 8.2 0.9

Total expenditure 4,020.2 4,462.4 5,013.6

Products not in Annex II".
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II. MEASURES ON THE INTERNAL MARKET

1. In order to stabilize markets and assure the agricultural population
of an equitable standard of living, the Common Agricultural Policy
provides, in the market organization regulations for the different
products, intervention and aid measures which vary according to the nature
of the product and the special characteristics of the market.

2. The cost of these intervention and aid measures is, as a general rule,
financed by the EAGGF. During the past few years, by product sector, they
have amounted to:

(ECU million)

Product interventions Interventions Interventions
1982 1983 1984

Cereals 759.6 916.2 731.7
Rice 9.3 25.0 20.9
Sugar 8.0 7.61 11.7
Olive oil 484.3 665.6 1,088.3
Oils and fats 716.9 941.9 655.2
Peas, broad beans and horse beans 41.1 84.6 139.4
Dehydrated fodder 41.7 57.7 76.1
Flax and hemp 19.5 19.3 19.2
Cotton 96.2 140.1 88.2
Silkworms 0.7 0.6 0.6
Fruit and vegetables 854.8 1,138.0 1,396.0
Wine 538.7 639.0 1,204.0
Tobacco 605.3 643.4 739.9
Seeds 43.4 43.0 42.4
Hops 5.4 8.2 8.4
Apiculture _ _ 0.7
Dairy products 1,806.4 3,069.3 3,498.3
Bovine meat 515.1 908.3 1,154.1
Sheepmeat 251.7 305.6 433.5
Pigmeat 15.5 24.8 38.9
Eggs and poultry - - _
Products of the agri-foodstuffs

industries - - _
Fishery products 20.2 17.5 14.7

Total expenditure 6,833.8 9,655.7 11,362.2

Storage costs are not included because
contributions by manufacturers.

2Products "not in Annex Il".

this refund is financed out of
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C. ANALYSIS BY SECTORS

"CEREALS" SECTOR

(a) Intervention measures

(i) Each year, a common single intervention price is fixed for common
wheat, rye, barley and maize, as well as a single intervention price
for durum wheat, at which the intervention agencies are obliged to buy
in products harvested in the Community and offered to them provided
the offers comply with certian conditions, in particular as regards
quality and quantity.

The intervention price is fixed for a given standard quality for
each of these cereals. If the quality of the cereal differs from the
standard quality, the price is adjusted in accordance with the
relevant scale of price increases and reductions. The price applies
in all intervention centres fixed at the beginning of the marketing
year for each cereal.

Intervention prices are fixed at the beginning of the marketing
year (1 August) and are increased monthly to take account of
warehousing and interest costs for stocking cereals in the Community
as well as of the necessity
market needs.

for stock disposal in accordance with

(ECU/t.)

Product 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86

Common wheat 184.58 182.73 179.44

215.29 213.14 -

Durum wheat 312.08 312.08 312.08

Rye 184.58 184.58 181.23

Barley 184.58 182.73 179.44

Maize 184.58 182.73 179.44

1Reference price in respect of the average bread-making
grade (in the case of special intervention measures at the level
of the minimum bread-making grade), this price was reduced by
ECU 11.62/t. in 1983/84 and by ECU 17.62/t. in 1984/85.

2Price applicable for 1985/86 marketing year under
Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 2124/85 establishing interim
protective measures in the cereals sector.
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(ii) In order to deal with special situations which may arise in
certain regions of the Community, special intervention measures may be
taken by intervention agencies on a decision of the Commission, after
consulting the Management Committee.

Such measures may be decided upon well-based application by the
member State concerned, when, in any region of the Community, prices
become or remain so depressed that there is a risk that, owing to the
size of the harvest and of regional stocks as well as to their
geographical situation, substantial intervention purchases will be
required.

(b) Aid is granted for the production of durum wheat having certain
qualitative and technical characteristics (suitability for making semolina
and macaroni-type foods or for bread-making). The aid is granted on a per
hectare basis and its amount varies depending on the region concerned, or
is limited to certain regions.

Aids to production since the 1983/84 marketing year amounted to:

(ECU/ha)
Product 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86

1 1 4Durum wheat 99.81 101.31 101.31
77.362 89.342 101.31

57.263 79.292 101.31

(c) Compensatory allowance

A compensatory allowance may be granted for any common wheat, durum
wheat, rye, barley and maize, or also malt, remaining in stock at the end
of the marketing year. Its purpose is to bridge the gap between any higher
price at the end of the marketing year, resulting from monthly increases,
and the generally lower price at the beginning of the new marketing year,
to prevent thereby a mass movement of cereals to intervention at the end of
the marketing year, and to ensure satisfactory supplies for the processing
industry.

'For Central and South Italy, Marseilles, Toulouse, Ardèche, Drôme,
mountainous and less-favoured areas.

2For Greek mountain regions that received government aid prior to
accession.

3For other Greek regions.

4The aid is the same throughout the Community.
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(d) Production refunds

A production refund is granted:

- for maize and common wheat used by the starch-making industry in
the manufacture of starch;

Heat used for the manufacture of quellmehl
aking;

maize groats and meal (grits) used in making glucose by the
direct hydrolysis process;

- for maize groats and meal (grits) used in making beer.

Thl -- d is granted in order to enable the industries manufacturing
these sets to remain competitive vis-à-vis the prices of such products
manufactured outside the Community and the prices of substitute products.

The production refund is paid to the processor of the raw material.
In the case of potato starch, the recipient of the production refund is the
potato producer.

The production refunds are as follows:

___ ___________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (ECU/t.)

Product 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86

Maize 19,41 19,41 19,41

Wheat 27,79 27,79 27,79

Potato starch 31,25 31,25 31,25
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"RICE" SECTOR

(a) Intervention measures

Each year an intervention price for paddy rice is fixed for the
principal surplus-production marketing centre in the Community - Vercelli.
This price applies in all other intervention centres. The intervention
agencies are obliged to buy in any rice harvested in the Community,
provided offers comply with certain conditions, in particular in respect of
quality and quantity.

The intervention price is fixed for a given standard quality. If the
quality offered differs from the standard quality, the price is adjusted by
the application of price increases or reductions.

The intervention price is fixed for the beginning of the marketing
year (1 September) and increased each month to take account of warehousing
and interest costs for stocking as well as of the necessity for stock
disposal in accordance with market needs.

The intervention prices fixed at the beginning of marketing years were
as follows:

(ECU/t.)

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86

Vercelli 306.53 314.19 314.19

(b) Compensatory allowance

In addition, a compensatory allowance may be granted for the paddy
rice and the husked rice obtained therefrom remaining in stock at the end
of the marketing year. The purpose of this allowance is to give maximum
compensation for the difference between the prices in force at the end of
one and the beginning of the next marketing year.

(c) Production refund

A production refund is granted in respect of brokens used by the
starch-making industry for the manufacture of starch and brokens used by
breweries in making beer.
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For the three most recent marketing years, the production refunds were

as follows:

(ECU/t.)

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86

23.91 23.91 23.91
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"DAIRY PRODUCTS" SECTOR

(a) Intervention measures

Each year an intervention price is fixed for butter, skimmed milk
powder and Grana Padano and Parmigiano-Reggiano cheeses and the national
intervention agencies buy in at this price any such products of Community
origin offered to them which comply with certain quality and packaging
conditions.

The intervention prices fixed for the last few marketing years were as
follows:

(ECU/100 kg.)

Milk marketing year

Intervention price valid for 1983/84 1984/85 i 1985/86

Butter 357.86 319.70 313.20
Skimmed milk powder 149.64 165.88 174.04
Cheese:

- Grana PadanoI
- 30-60 days 361.28 381.75 388.93
- at least 6 months 439.53 472.75 480.33

- Parmigiano-Reggiano 480.26 521.61 529.19

(b) Aid to private storage

In order to reduce any quantities offered for intervention
buying-in or to deal with a certain market imbalance, a system of aid for
private storage is operated for:

- butter bearing an official inspection mark, and prime-quality
cream;

- cheese:

Grana Padano aged at least 9 months
Parmigiano-Reggiano aged at least 15 months
Provolone

provided they have been produced in the Community and comply with certain
conditions.
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(c) Aid for skimmed milk for animal feed

Aids are granted for skimmed milk and skimmed milk powder manufactured
in the Community and intended for animal feed.

Both milk and powder must be either directly denatured or incorporated
in some compound feedingstuff intended for livestock.

(d) Aid for skimmed milk processed into casein

Aid is granted for skimmed milk produced in the Community and
processed into casein provided both the milk and the casein produced from
it comply with certain conditions

(e) Other ,measures

- Measures may be taken, in years in which they are found
necessary, to support the market for long-keeping cheeses, if
such cheeses comply with certain conditions. These measures are
taken, in particular, in the form of aid for private storage.

- When surpluses of dairy products develop, or threaten to develop,
measures other than the above may be taken to facilitate their
disposal or to prevent the development of new surpluses.

- In order to encourage consumption by young people, aid is granted
to member States which operate an aid programme for milk
distributed in schools so that pupils can obtain milk at a
reduced rate.

(f) Co-responsibility levy

The milk producer pays a compulsory levy as a percentage of the target
price for milk; the proceeds are designed to encourage and increase
disposal of dairy products.

(g) Additional levy payable by producers or purchasers of cow's milk

An additional levy has been introduced on quantities of milk exceeding
those delivered in 1981, plus 1 per cent. The Community has fixed the
corresponding quantities for each member State. In this connection, the
Council adopted Regulation (EEC) No. 856/84 (O.J. No. L 90 of 1 April 1984)
and Regulation (EEC) No. 857/84 (same O.J.).

The total quantity envisaged for the Community is 98,388 million tons
per marketing year. In parallel, the Council has fixed a reference
quantity for direct sales to consumers, amounting to 4.2 million tons. The
total quantity is allocated, at the discretion of each member State, either
among individual producers (formula A) or among dairies (formula B). On
any quantities exceeding those quotas a levy is applied equivalent to
75 per cent of the target price for milk where formula A is applied, and
100 per cent where formula B is applied.
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"OILS AND FATS" SECTOR

A. Olive oil

The market organization system for olive oil is made up as follows:

1. Each year an intervention price is fixed for olive oil, and the
intervention agencies are obliged to buy in at this price any olive
oil of Community origin which may be offered to them. The
intervention price is fixed for a given standard quality. If the
quality of olive oil offered differs from the standard quality, the
price is adjusted in accordance with a scale of price increases or
reductions. The intervention price is fixed before the beginning of
the marketing year (1 November) and increased each month to take
account of average storage and interest costs in the Community.

2. An aid to producers is granted in respect of olive oil produced
in the Community from olives harvested in the Community. It is
designed to contribute to establishing a fair income for producers.

3. A representative market price is fixed at a level permitting
disposal of olive oil production, taking into account prices of
competing oils.

4. A consumption aid is granted, equal to the difference between the
production target price, less the production aid, and the
representative market price. This aid is designed to facilitate the
marketing of Community olive oil.

The various elements mentioned above were fixed at the following
levels:

(ECU/100 kg.)

1982/83 1983/84 1984/85
up to since
15.3.85 16.3.85

Intervention price 217.93 229.92 227.62 227.62
Production aid 66.60 70.26 69.56 69.56
Representative market price 159.50 196.87 196.87 208.80
Consumption aids 76.67 52.29 49.80 37.87

5. Production refund for olive oil used in the manufacture of
preserves

The purpose of this refund is to enable beneficiaries to buy on
the Community market, at prices close to world market prices, the
quality of oil which they use most frequently for their manufacturing.
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B. Oilseeds

1. Colza, rape and sunflower seed

(a) Intervention measures

An intervention price is fixed each year and the intervention agencies
are obliged to buy in at this price any products of Community origin
offered to them.

During the 1982/83 marketing year, a single intervention price was
fixed for all intervention centres in the Community and this system
continues to be applied. The intervention price is fixed for a given
standard quality. If the quality of the products offered to the
intervention agency differs from the standard quality, the price is
adjusted in accordance with a scale of price increases and reductions.

The intervention price is fixed at the beginning of the marketing year
and is increased each month to take account of average storage and interest
costs in the Community.

For the 1982/83 marketing year, the opening date was moved forward
from 1 September to 1 August in respect of sunflower seed. For colza and
rapeseed, the opening date of the marketing year is 1 July; for sunflower
seed it is 1 August. The opening basic intervention prices were fixed as
follows:

(ECU/100 kg.)

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86

Colza and rapeseed 43.80 42.92 No decision

Sunflower seed 52.71 1 53.27 52.47
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(b) Guarantee threshold system

In order, inter alia, to avoid any excessive increase in production,
the Community has introduced a guarantee threshold system, with effect from
the 1982/83 marketing year for colza seed and from the 1984/85 marketing
year for sunflower seed. When actual production exceeds the guarantee
thresholds, a reduction is applied to the target price and intervention
price.

(c) Aid

Aid is granted for seeds harvested and processed in the Community when
the target price is higher than the world market price.

The amount of aid granted is, in principle, equal to the difference
between these two prices. It varies directly with the world market price
as determined periodically on the basis of the most favourable genuine
purchasing opportunities.

2. Soyabeans

Aid

Under the system, the Community fixes each year a guide price and a
minimum selling price at levels that are fair to producers. When the guide
price is higher than the world market price for soyabeans, aid equal to the
difference between these two is granted for soyabeans of Community origin.

The aid is granted to the purchaser who concludes a contract with the
producer providing for payment of a price not lower than the minimum price.
The guide price and the minimum price have been fixed at the following
levels:

_______________ <(ECU/100 kg.)

1983/84 1984/85 I 1985/86

Guide price 56.17 57.01 57.58

Minimum price 49.43 50.17 50.67

3. Flax-seed

Production aid

In order to develop the production of flax-seed within the Community
and, in particular, with a view to affording better support in favour of
the cultivation of oil-bearing flax-seed, a system of aid for production
has been introduced in respect of all flax-seed produced within the
Community.
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The system involves fixing a guide price each year at a level deemed
to be fair to producers. When the guide price for a marketing year is
higher than the average world market price, aid equal to the difference
between these two prices is granted to Community producers.

Aid is granted for a volume of production calculated from a target
yield for the area harvested.

The guide price and the amount of aid have been as follows:

(ECU/100 kg.)

Guide price Aid

i9 -!83 51.500 24.862
i z`5- ' 546590 17.265
1984/85 ,4.8(j 16.633
185S.>
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"SUGAR" SECTOR

1. Each year, an intervention price for white sugar is fixed for the
non-deficit areas of the Community; the intervention agencies are required
to buy in the sugar concerned at those prices throughout the marketing
year.

Intervention prices derived from these prices are also fixed for each
of the deficit areas.

The intervention price is fixed for a standard quality; if the
quality of sugar is different, the price is adjusted in accordance with a
scale of increases or reductions.

In addition, an intervention price derived from the intervention price
for white sugar is fixed for raw sugar of a standard quality after allowing
for a uniform refining margin and notional yield.

Intervention Price

(ECU/100 kg.)

1982/83 1983/84 1984/85

White sugar 51.41 53.47 53.47

Raw sugar 42.63 44.34 44.34

2. For beet, a basic price is fixed each year valid for a specified
delivery stage and a specified standard quality. This basic price is fixed
taking account of the intervention price for white sugar and of notional
values representing in particular the processing margin, yield, and under-
takings' receipts from sales of molasses. In addition a minimum price is
fixed for A beet2 equal to 98 per cent of the basic price and a minimum
price for B beet equal to 68 per cent or 60.5 per cent of the basic price.
These percentages are in direct relation with the production levies charged
on A sugar and B sugar. Manufacturers are required to pay at least these
prices.

In addition, in areas for which a derived intervention price of white
sugar has been fixed, these minimum prices are increased by an amount
representing the effects of regionalization of prices.

'A beet is beet intended for processing into A sugar, i.e. into sugar
included in production quota A.

2B beet is beet intended for processing into B sugar, i.e. into sugar
included in production quota B.
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3. Denaturing premiums

Taking account of all sugar surpluses and of the economic aspects of
the operation envisaged, provision may be made for premiums to be granted
by intervention agencies for sugar rendered unfit for human consumption.

At present no use is being made of this sugar disposal possibility.

4. Reimbursement of storage costs

Provision has been made for lump-sum reimbursement of storage costs in
repeat of sugar produced under quotas A and B.

This reimbursement is designed to equalize storage costs in the
Community. It is a measure designed to ensure regular disposal of sugars
in the market throughout the marketing year, to prevent the sale of
excessive tonnages during the manufacturing period and in particular to
avoid the offering of sugar to intervention agencies solely in order to
avoid storage costs. This reimbursement is financed out of a levy on
manufacturers, based on the principle of equality between the total sum
reimbursed and the total sum levied.

5. Production levies

As from 1 July 1981, the principle in force is that producers should
bear the full amount of any financial losses resulting from disposal of
surplus production of Community sugar in relation to consumption in the
Community. Practical implementation of this principle is ensured through a
levy which may be charged at a rate of up to 2 per cent of the intervention
price on all production under quotas A and B (whereas hitherto only B sugar
was subject to a levy). If this first levy does not suffice to cover the
financial losses in question then a second levy, which may not exceed
30 per cent of the intervention price, is charged but only on B quota
production (i.e. a total of 2 par cent + 30 per cent = 32 per cent). Any
remaining losses not covered by these levies are automatically carried
forward to the next marketing year. Moreover, if there is such an
outstanding balance an increase in the B sugar levy, not exceeding 7.5 per
cent (i.e. a total levy of 39.5 per cent) may be decided; this was done
for the 1982/83 and 1983/84 marketing years.
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"BOVINE MEAT" SECTOR

1. Each year a guide price is fixed for adult boving animals. This is
the price to be aimed at in a normal marketing year, through the operation
of the Community regulations, for all categories of adult boving animals
marketed in representative markets of the Community.

In recent years the guide prices have been as follows:

Adult bovine animals

(ECU/100 kg. live weight)

as from 20.5.1982 191.87
as from 6.12.1982 196.29
as from 23.5.1983 207.09
as from 2.4.1984 205.02
as from 27.5.1985 205.02

2. (a) In recent marketing years intervention prices have been fixed at
the following levels:

(ECU/100 kg. live weight)

as from 20.5.1982 172.68
as from 6.12.1982 176.66
as from 23.5.1983 186.38
as from 2.4.1984 184.52
as from 27.5.1985 184.52

Intervention measures are applied on the basis of the Community scale
for the classification of carcasses of adult bovine animals in the form of
carcasses, compensated quarters, half-carcasses and fore- or hind-quarters.

Intervention buying-in prices are fixed for the categories eligible
for intervention defined on the basis of the Community scale for the
classification of carcasses of adult bovine animals, i.e. categories U2,
U3, R2, R3, 02 and 03 of bullocks, and categories U2, U3, U4, R3, R4 and 03
of steers.

(b) In addition to public intervention, aids to private storage may
be granted. The amount of such aid is:

- either established in the context of a tendering procedure;

- or fixed in advance on a lump-sum basis.

3. For the 1985/86 marketing year:
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(1) by derogation from the basic regulations, buying-in by
intervention agencies is decided on the market of a member State
or of a region of a member State when, for three consecutive
weeks, the market price is equal to or lower than the
intervention buying-in price;

(2) buying-in is suspended by the Commission when, for three
consecutive weeks, the market price is higher than the buying-in
price for intervention.

4. In addition, the intervention system for bovine meat has been adapted
to seasonal variations in market prices by limiting buying-in by the public
intervention agencies to fore-quarters during the summer period and
hind-quarters during the winter period, buying-in of carcasses or
compensated quarters being the rule during the autumn period when cattle
are brought in from pasture.
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"PIGMEAT" SECTOR

1. Each year a basic price is fixed for meat of domestic swine, presented
in carcasses or half-carcasses of a standard quality.

The basic prices for ..ecent years have been as follows:

as from 1.11.1983
as from 1.11.1984
as from 1.11.1985

205,387 ECU/100 kg.
203,330 ECU/100 kg.
203,330 ECU/100 kg.

2. Intervention measures may be taken when, on the representative markets
of the Community, the average price for pig carcasses ls below the basic
price.

Where intervention measures are to be taken, the products for which
private-storage aid is to be granted and the products of a defined quality
which are to be bought in are determined, and likewise the prices at which
the intervention agencies are to buy-in products and the amount of private-
storage aid are fixed.

The buying-in price for pig carcasses of standard quality, may not be
more than 92 per cent nor less than 78 per cent of the basic price.

Fc products other than pig carcasses of standard quality, the
buying-in prices are derived taking into account differences of
presentation and quality.

3. Because of cyclical variations in pigmeat prices, as well as

veterinary restrictions on trade, private-storage aids have been granted in
respect of several products in the sector, as indicated in the following
summary:

Number of Frozen meat
Year Period weeks (tons)

1983 | 24.1 - 31.1.83 1 1,113 Denmark
1 1.2 - 9.9.83 32 120,178 EC

f ~9.5 - 3.6.83 4 340 Piedmont/Italy
1984 16.1 - 29.6.84 24 103,981 EC
1985 4.3 - 30.3.85 4 20 Italy

18.3 - 26.4.85 4 1,992 Belgium
27.3 - 12.4.85 4 21,360 Belgium
18.4 - 20.9.85 23 9,774 Belgium
6.5 - 29.7.85 12 35,553 tEC

_ . n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1/
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"SHEEPMEAT" SECTOR

1. As from 20 October 1980, the Community made effective basic
regulations on the common organization of the market in sheepmeat and
goatmeat. With a view to attaining a single market based on a common price
system, this common organization, like the others, comprises a price,
premium and intervention system.

The first system, which provides for a common basic price and for
regional reference prices (harmonized progressively over a four-year
period), provides for:

- the grant of premiums for the benefit of producers, payable per
ewe and covering the difference between the reference price for
each region and the market price;

- the application of support measures tied to the situation of the
market price in relation to the basic price, in the form of
either variable slaughter premiums or market intervention
measures (private-storage aid and, where appropriate, public
purchases).

2. For the three most recent marketing years, the basic prices have been
the following:

(ECU/100 kg. carcass weight)

1983/84 marketing year (as from 23.5.1983): 432.36
1984/85 marketing year (as from 2.4.1984): 428.04
1985 marketing year (as from 27.5.1985): 428.04
1986 marketing year (as from 6.1.1986): 432.32

No intervention purchases have yet been carried out.

Having regard to the particular situation of their respective markets,
premiums for the benefit of producers have been paid only in Ireland and
the United Kingdom; similarly, variable slaughter premiums have been
granted only in this latter State. During the three ensuing marketing
years, premiums for the benefit of producers were paid in all member
States.
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"FRUIT AND VEGETABLES' SECTOR

(a) Measures to promote the formation of producers' organizations

In order to encourage the formation of producers' organizations and
facilitate their operation, aids can be granted to such organizations
established on the initiative of producers in order to promote the
concentration of supply and the regularization of prices at the producer
stage and to make suitable technical means available for presenting and
marketing products.

The following may be granted:

- an initial aid during the five years following the date of
recognition of the organization. The amount of this aid for the
first, second, third, fourth and fifth year is, respectively, 5,
5, 4, 3 and 2 per cent of the value of production marketed,
provided that the resulting amounts do not exceed the actual
costs of establishing and administering the organization;
however, for organizations recognized before 1 July 1988, the
amount of this aid for the first, second and third year can be,
respectively, 3, 2 and 1 per cent of the value of production
marketed.

- an aid in the form of loans on special terms to cover part of the
forseeable cost of withdrawal measures, such aid being granted
only during the five years following the date of establishment of
the organization.

(b) Intervention measures

For certain fruit and vegetables, two measures are provided in order
to avert a price slump in the Community market, i.e.

- withdrawal by producers' organizations;

- buying-in by bodies or natural or legal persons appointed by the
member States for this purpose.

Producers' organizations taking withdrawal measures in accordance with
the provisions of the regulations, in particular as regards the level of
withdrawal prices and the compensation of associated producers and likewise

1Cauliflowers, tomatoes, sweet oranges, mandarines, lemons, table
grapes, apples (other than cider apples), pears (other than perry pears)
and peaches (not including nectarines), and also, starting with the 1982/83
marketing season, aubergines and apricots.
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as regards the utilization of products withdrawn, obtain financial
compensation equivalent to the compensation paid by them to associated
producers, after deduction of the net receipts derived from the products
withdrawn from the market.

Buying-in by bodies or natural or legal persons appointed by the
member States for the purpose takes place only where a serious crisis is
found to exist for the product concerned or where the rules regarding
withdrawal applied by a representative producers' organization in an
economic district are extended to producers in the district who are not
members of the organization.

(c) Special measures for citrus fruit: measures for the marketing of
fresh citrus fruit

In order to promoted and ensure availabilities of Community-produced
oranges, mandarines, clementines and lemons on Community import markets,
financial compensation can be granted to sellers of producing member States
who have established a reconversion plan. The grant of this compensation
is limited in time, however - up to the 1992/93 marketing year for oranges
and mandarines, up to the 1985/86 marketing year for clementines, and up to
the 1986/87 marketing year for lemons.
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"PROCESSED FRUIT AND VEGETABLES" SECTOR

Production aid

(a) A system of production aid has been established for pineapple
preserves, Community production of which is located in the French overseas
departments.

The system is designed to compensate the difference between the
Community price and prices prevailing in third countries.

The grant of this aid is dependent upon payment of a minimum price to
pineapple producers.

(b) Since the 1978/79 marketing year, a Community system of production aid
has been in effect for prunes prepared from dried Ente plums, processed
tomato products and peaches in syrup.

This system was extended to William pears in syrup with effect from
the 1979/80 marketing year, and to cherries in syrup with effect from the
1980/81 marketing year.

Lastly, Community aid in respect of dried grapes and dried figs was
granted for the first time for the 1981/82 marketing year.

The amount of the aid is set so as to compensate the difference
between the price level of Community products and that of third-country
products.

Grant of this aid is conditional on payment of a minimum price to
agricultural producers.

In March 1984, certain adjustments were made to the aid system, the
main changes being the following:

- amendment of elements to be taken into consideration for
calculating the aid;

- amendment of the aid system for dried grapes and dried figs;

- Community quality standards;

- adaptation of the common customs tariff to take account of
existing practices in regard to presentation of certain products.

At the same time, a system of guarantee thresholds was introduced for
processed tomato products and for dried grapes.

1. The guarantee threshold for tomato products is fixed at a quantity of
processed tomato products corresponding to a volume of fresh tomatoes of
4,700,000 tons.
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This volume is broken down as follows:

- 2,987,850 tons for tomato concentrates;
- 1,307,150 tons for whole peeled tomatoes;
- 405,000 tons for other tomato products.

2. The guarantee threshold for dried grapes is fixed at a quantity of
processed dried grapes corresponding respectively to a volume of non-

processed dried grapes of:

- 65,000 tons of currents;
- 93,000 tons of sultanas.

Lastly, the aid-eligible quotas for cherries and William pears in
syrup have been adjusted in that aid is now granted on the basis of net
weight of processed products. In terms of net weight, the quotas are

accordingly:

- William pears in syrup:
- Cherries in syrup:

- morello cherries:
- white-hearted and other

70,085 tons

51,282 tons
sweet cherries: 24,872 tons

The aid was fixed as follows:

- for tomato products, peaches
cherries in syrup:

(1 )Tomato juice

of 5 to 7 per cent dry matter

in syrup, prunes, William pears and

EEC 9

9.77
of 3.5 to 5 per cent dry matter 6.7j5

GREECE

9.77
6.35

ECU/100 kg. ECU/100 kg.
semi-gross weight net weight

1982/83 1983/84 1984/85

EEC 9 EEC9 GREECE EEC 9 GREECE

(28/30 per cent) tomato concentrates 45.53 47.00 30.78 38.98 30.87
(San Marzano) whole peeled tomato
preserves 18.74 19.60 15.01 15.21 9.16

(Roma) whole peeled tomato preserves 13.58 14.07 10.28 11.21 6.68
Non-whole peeled tomato preserves 6.65 6.89 5.04 7.06 4.21
(5/7 per cent) tomato juice 10.08 10.44 7.67 (1) (1)
Peaches preserved in syrup 22.77 23.93 14.06 22.23 13.18
Prunes 67.68 66.90 66.90 59.36 59.36
William pears preserved in syrup 23.44 17.60 14.87 18.51 17.92
White-hearted and other sweet

cherries preserved in syrup 34.46 30.30 29.47 14.20 13.00
Morello cherries preserved in syrup 30.31 30.30 29.47 14.20 13.00
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for dried grapes and dried figs:

(ECU/100 kg.)

Marketing year

1982/83 1983/84 1984/85

- dried grapes - No. 4 sultanas

1. processing aid 36.14 56.44 75.55

12. storage aid 0.37 per 0.37 per; up to end
week week February 1986

0.0t28 per
1day

! from 1 March
1986 0.9064
per day

- dried figs - C quality

1. processing aid 23.56 23.56 39.95

2. storage aid 0.21 per 0.21 per 0.0î95 per
| week week day

1Following adjustments to the aid system for dried grapes and dried
figs, storage aid is granted to storage organizations which buy in the last
two months of the marketing year the dried grapes and dried figs produced
during that marketing year.
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"WINE" SECTOR

1. Each year, before 1 August, a guide price is fixed for each type of
table wine representative of Community production. A threshold price
activating the intervention mechanism, termed the "activating price" is
applicable during each wine year for each type of wine for which a guide
price is fixed. This price is applicable at the same stage as the guide
price and corresponds to 92 per cent of the latter.

Guide prices for the 1985/86 wine year have been set at the same
levels as for the preceding wine year, i.e.:

2. Aid for private storage of table wines

Provision is made for the possibility of concluding long-term
contracts in respect of defined table wines when the forward estimates for
a wine year show that the quantity of table wine available at the beginning
of the wine year exceeds total requirements for that year by more than four
months' consumption. These contracts are concluded between 16 December and
15 February for a nine-month period.

3. Aid for private storage of grape must, concentrated grape must and
rectified concentrated grape must

Provision may be made for the possibility of concluding long-term
contracts for grape must, concentrated grape must and rectified
concentrated grape must when it has been decided to provide for the
possibility of concluding private long-term storage contracts for table
wines.

4. Re-storage aids

In cases where the forseeable level of end-of-season stocks held by
producers and prospects for the next harvest indicate a risk of storage
difficulties for that harvest, a decision may be taken to grant re-storage
aid in respect of table wines covered by long-term contracts.

Type of wine

R I (ECU/degree/hl) 3.42
R II (ECU/degree/hl) 3.42
R III (ECU/hl) 53.30
A I (ECU/degree/hl) 3.17
A II (ECU/hl) 71.02

III (ECU/hl) 81.11
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5. Aids to concentrated grape must and rectified concentrated grape must
used in wine-making

Aids are granted in respect of concentrated grape must and rectified
concentrated grape must used to increase the alcoholic strength of wines.
The amount of the aid is fixed in the light of the difference between the
cost of enrichment by means of grape must and sucrose, respectively.

For the 1985/86 wine year, the aid is fixed, per degree of potential
alcoholic strength by volume per hectolitre of concentrated grape must and
rectified concentrated grape must used, in the same amounts as in the
preceding wine year, i.e.:

- ECU 1.52 for concentrated grape musts prepared from grapes
originating in the vine-growing zones C III(a) and C III(b);

- ECU 1.32 for concentrated grape musts other than those referred
to in the first indent;

- ECU 1.69 for rectified concentrated grape musts prepared from
grapes originating in the vine-growing zones C III(a) and
C III(b) or produced outside the said zones in facilities which
began production prior to 30 June 1982, regardless of the origin
of the grapes;

- ECU 1.49 for rectified concentrated grape musts other than those
referred to in the third indent.

6. Aids to grapes, grape must and concentrated grape must used for
purposes other than wine-making

In order to encourage the use of vine products of Community origin for
purposes other than wine-making, a system of aids has been established.

(a) For grapes, grape must and concentrated grape must intended for the
preparation of grape juice, the amount of the aid for the wine year
1985/86 has been fixed as follows:

- ECU 6.4 per quintal of grapes;

- ECU 8.0 per hectolitre of grape must;

- ECU 28.0 per hectolitre of concentrated grape must.

Only 65 per cent of the aid is paid to the processor, the remainder
being withheld to finance campaigns to promote grape juice consumption.
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(b) For concentrated grape must intended for traditional preparation in
the United Kingdom and Ireland of certain products falling within TDC
heading 22.07 ("British and Irish wines"), the amount of the aid for
the wine year 1983/84 has been set at the same level as in the
preceding wine years, i.e. ECU 0.15/kg. of concentrated grape must
used. The latter must be obtained entirely from grapes produced in
vine-growing zones C III(a) and C III(b) of the Community.

(c) For concentrated grape must used as the principal element in a group
of products marketed in the United Kingdom and in Ireland with visible
instructions for preparing a beverage imitating wine ("home-made
wine"). The amount of aid has likewise been set at the same level as
in preceding wine years, i.e. ECU 0.26/kg. of concentrated grape must
used.

7. Distillation

(a) Preventive distillation

Where necessary, taking into account harvest forecasts or in order to
improve the quality of wines marketed, the Commission may open the
possibility, in each marketing year, of preventive distillation of table
wines at 65 per cent of the guide price from 1 September until a date to be
determined.

The quantity of table wines delivered for preventive distillation by
each producer is taken into account for discharge of obligations deriving
from any compulsory distillation subsequently decided on.

(b) Compulsory distillation

The Commission orders compulsory distillation:

- when stocks exceed four months' normal requirements;

- or when market prices remain below the guaranteed minimum prïce
during a representative period;

- or when the forward estimates, established on 10 December,
indicate that production exceeds normal requirements by more than
9 per cent.

The Commission determines for each region the quantities to be
delivered for compulsory distillation in order to eliminate surpluses and
restore a normal market situation. This volume is allocated:

- as between the regions of the Community, grouped by member
States, pro rata to the production volumes in excess of a
specific level for each of them, equal .o a uniform
percentage of their average harvest calculated on the basis
of the 1981/1982, 1982/1983, and 1983/1984 wine years;
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- in each region, among producers on the basis of yield per hectare
according to a scale fixed by the Committee within the framework
of the procedures of the Management Committee and taking account
of past yields.

Up until the 1987/88 wine year, the price of compulsory distillation
is set at 50 per cent of the guide price for the 10 first millions of
hectolitres to be distilled, and at 40 per cent beyond that level.

(c) Distillation at guaranteed minimum price, termed support distillation

Whenever compulsory distillation is decided on, the Commission at the
same time makes provision for distillation at the minimum guaranteed price,
equivalent to 82 per cent of the guide price for each type of table wine.

Even in the course of wine years during which no compulsory
distillation is decided on, the Commission may, if the market situation for
table wine so requires, make provision for distillation at the buying-in
price of 82 per cent. Distillation measures may be limited to certain
table wines determined having regard to the type concerned, or to one or
more wine-producing zones. The quantity of table wine covered by
distillation measures decided on by the Commission at the buying-in price
equivalent to 82 per cent of the guide price may not exceed 5 million
hectolitres in any given wine year. If the market situation so requires,
however, the Council may decide to increase the quantity of table wine
eligible for such distillation.

Access to distillation at the guaranteed minimum price and to the
other intervention measures designed to support prices, is limited to
producers who have discharged their obligations in regard to compulsory
distillation and complied with the measures mentioned below under (e) and
where applicable, (f). Such access is conditional on producers showing
that they have discharged their compulsory distillation obligation in the
most recent wine year during which distillation was decided on.

(d) Performance guarantee distillation

Where the other market support measures are inadequate and where the
representative price of a type of table wine remains lower than the
activating price for three consecutive weeks, additional measures
applicable to holders of long-term storage contracts for the type of table
wine in question are taken, to maintain prices at a level higher than the
activating price.

These additional measures can consist in particular of:

- storing the wine concerned for a specified period in the
conditions prescribed for long-term storage;

- distillation of these wines or of a corresponding quality.
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In the event of distillation, the quantity of table wine covered by a
storage contract and which may be distilled may not exceed 18 per cent of
the total quantity of table wine produced by the long-term storage contract
holder concerned for the marketing year in which the long-term contract was
concluded. The buying-in price of wine to be distilled in this way is
equal to the following percentage of the guide prices in effect when the
long-term storage contracts were concluded:

- 90 per cent for all white table wines;

- 91.5 per cent for all red table wines.

(e) Compulsory distillation under system of wine deliveries

The aim is to ensure that wine-making by-products are not re-used for
the manufacture of poor-quality wines. The minimum buying-in price for the
products concerned has been set, for the 1985/86 wine year, at ECU 1.05/
degree/hl of alcohol in the product.

(f) Compulsory distillation of wines made from grapes normally intended
for uses other than in table wine

This measure, already established since 1976 for wines made from table
grapes, has been extended to all other cases of production surpluses likely
to overburden the market for table wines (case of Charentes products in
France, of grapes intended for drying in Greece). The buying-in price of
the wines concerned is equivalent to 50 per cent of the lowest guide price
(A I white wine).

8. Other support measures

(a) To the extent necessary to support the market for table wines,
intervention measures may be taken in respect of products covered by the
wine regulations other than table wine.

(b) If prices are found to have increased in the wine market of the
Community so as to be substantially above the guide price fixed for a
particular type of wine, that the situation is likely to continue and that
as a result the market is being disrupted, the necessary measures may be
taken.

(c) The Council may adopt derogation measures that may be necessary to
remedy any exceptional situation resulting from natural disasters.
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"TOBACCO" SECTOR

A price system has been established, comprising on the one hand
intervention prices and derived intervention prices applicable where leaf
tobacco or packaged tobacco is offered for intervention, and on the other
hand, a system of premiums granted to the purchaser of leaf tobacco.

The Council fixes each year and for each harvest:

- intervention prices for each variety of leaf tobacco and derived
intervention prices for certain varieties, as well as in both
cases the reference qualities to which they refer;

- the amount of the premium according to variety.

The intervention prices for leaf tobacco, intervention prices for
packaged tobacco and the amount of the premiums for the 1985 harvest are
reproduced below.

In order to prevent the accumulation of intervention stocks, the
system makes provision for measures to regulate the market: acting on a
proposal by the Commission, the Council may adopt specific measures, in
particular, a quantitative reduction of the amounts offered for
intervention and/or a reduction of the intervention price for varieties
difficult to dispose of. In addition, when the amounts of packaged tobacco
offered for intervention exceed a certain percentage, the derived
intervention price is reduced.

For the 1985 harvest, intervention prices have been set definitively
at 85 per cent of the corresponding norm prices.
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( in ECU/kg.)
Invervention Amount DerivedNo. Variety price of premium Intervention

price

1 Badischer eudenhebmeI 3,163 ZS87 4,725
2 sadscherBwley 3,913 2,905 5,518
3 Virgin D 3,81:? 2,733 5,052

4 a) Paraguay and its hybrids 295 4 .
b)Dragon ven et ses hybrids. Philippia. 20

Petit Grammont (FIobccq1.Stmon Appeller -5

z HujiJlerf . 2,914 2,177 _

6 a) Mitioncro and its hybrids Z
b) RioGnndc and its hybrids 2,71 2,205-

. 7 DrigNu 3,358 2,298 4,650

8 Duricy 2,470 1,621 3,621
9 Maryland 2,816 1,802 4,014

10 a) YCentuctY and its hybrids
b) Moro dI Cori 2,330. 1,730 3,294
c) Salcnw I

I »e) Forchheimcr Kavanna Il c

b) Nostrano del Brenta
c) Rcsis:esnc 142. . 2,831 2,299 4,261
d) Colana

12 a) Dencventano 1,528 1,298 2.336
b) BrasileScvlagtio and similar varieties 1 1,298 2,336

13 Xansi.YaUi 3,068 2,653 4,866
14 *) Pus<iU.L .2,904 2,530 4,250

b) Samsun 2,463 4,274
15 Enmeovinsand similar varieties 2,610 2,279 3,833

16 a) RoundTp
b) Scafad 13,809 9,813 21,113
c) Sumaiu

17 Ruinas 5,026 2,869 6,747
l Kaacdni and similar varieties 4,186 2,552 6,050

- 3 s) Cabe Koulak, classical 3,711 2,Z56 5,253
20 a) Kaba Koula%. non-cassic i 2, 853 1,577 4,29.0

b) Myrdata Smyme.Trpeous and Phi _

21 hrodala Agrido 3,689 2,279 5,162-~ _
22 ZIchnomyrodala 3,833 2,403 5,390

23 Tscbca 3,6341 3,123 4,838
24 Mavr* 3,261 2,553 4,748

25 BurIqCX 1,952 0,972 3,084

26 OirgniaGR 2,879 1,732. 4,065
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"FISHERY PRODUCTS" SECTOR

1. Financial compensation to producers' organizations

In order to stabilize prices, producers' organizations can apply a
withdrawal price below which they do not sell the products brought in by
their members. These prices are fixed at Community level for herring,
sardines, dogfish, spotted dogfish, ling, redfish, cod, saithe, haddock,
whiting mackerel, anchovies, plaice, hake and shrimps of the genus Crangon
sp.p. In such cases, the producers' organizations grant an indemnity to
associated producers in respect of the quantities withdrawn from the
market.

For the financing of these withdrawal measures, the producers'
organizations establish intervention funds make up of contributions based
on the quantities offered for sale, or use an equalization system.

To support the action by producers' organizations, financial
compensation is granted to them provided that the producers' organizations
observe the Community withdrawal price and that the products withdrawn from
the market are used for purposes other than human consumption or in such
conditions that they do not hinder normal disposal of the products
concerne. As from 1 January 1983, this financial compensation is
calculated on the basis of the quantities withdrawn from the market in
relation to the annual quantities of the product concerned offered for
sale, and can vary between 85 per cent and 40 per cent of the withdrawal
price according to the quantities withdrawn. The amount of financial
compensation is reduced by the value, fixed on a flat-rate basis, of the
product intended for uses other than human consumption or by the net
earnings resulting from disposal of the products in the conditions
described above. No compensation is granted, however, in respect of
quantities exceeding 20 per cent of the annual quantities offered for sale.

2. Carry-forward premiums

The new market organization system provides for the grant of carry-
forward premiums to producers' organizations which process, in certain
conditions, certain high-value products withdrawn from the market with the
view to their being offered for sale (at a later stage). This premium is
granted only in respect of quantities not exceeding 15 per cent of the
annual quantities of the product concerned offered for sale. The premium
may not exceed the amount of the actual costs of processing and of storage
for a limited period, nor 50 per cent of the Community withdrawal price for
the fresh product.

3. Special carry-forward premium

For sardines and anchovies fished in Mediterranean zones and intended
for the processing industry, a special carry-forward premium is being
granted for a period of four years (running until 31 December 1986) and
subject to a budgetary ceiling of ECU 5.3 million each year.
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4. Private-storage aid

Provision is made for storage aid in respect of certain frozen
products (sardines, sea-bream, crabs, Norway lobsters, squid, cuttle-fish,
octopus) when prices in one of the representative markets or ports remain
below 85 per cent of the guide price for the product concerned during a
period significant of a trend toward market disruption. The amount of this
aid may not exceed actual storage costs and interest charges for a
specified period.

5. Compensatory allowance to producers of tunny, salmon and lobsters

A compensatory allowance can be granted, if necessary, to producers in
respect of tunny intended for the canning industry, salmon and lobsters.
In the case of tunny, this allowance is granted in specified conditions
regarding price trends on the Community market and the import price.

6. Export refund

In order to allow exports of fishery products to the world market,
provision is made in the Community regulations for the possible grant of an
export refund, the aim being to cover any difference between prices of
these products on the Community market and world market prices.

7. Initial aids to producers' organizations

Aids, partly financed by the Community, can be granted to producers'
organizations in order to facilitate their establishment and operation.
The amount of these aids, which are granted for a period of three years,
may not exceed, for the first, second and third years respectively, 3 per
cent, 2 per cent and 1 per cent of turnover nor 60 per cent, 40 per cent
and 20 per cent respectively of the overheads of the producers'
organization concerned. Under certain conditions, and during a
transitional period, the duration of these aids may be extended to five
years; in such case, their amount may not exceed, for the first, second,
third, fourth and fifth years respectively, 5 per cent, 4 per cent, 3 per
cent, 2 per cent and 1 per cent of turnover nor, in any case, 80 per cent,
70 per cent, 60 per cent, 40 per cent and 20 per cent of the overheads of
the producers' organization concerned.
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"TEXTILE FIBRES" SECTOR

1. "COTTON"

Under Protocol No. 4 of the Act of Accession of Greece, as from the
1981/1982 marketing year the system of aid to cottonseed has been replaced
by a system of aid to production of unginned cotton, granted via
cotton-ginning undertakings. Under this system, a guide prïce is fixed
each ye.r at a level deemed fair to producers. The difference between the
guide price and the world market price is offset by an aid, limited to a
certain production quantity fixed each year. A minimum price is fixed each
year for unginned cotton, to be paid by cotton-ginning undertakings to
cotton producers, failing which they lose entitlement to the aid. The
guide price and minimum price have been as follows:

(ECU/100 kg.)

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86

Guide price 92.75 94.14 96.02

Minimum price 88.12 89.44 91.23

The quantity of unginned cotton in respect of which the aid is granted
in full was fixed at 430,000 tons for 1981/1982, 450,000 tons for 1982/1983
and 1983/84, 500,000 tons for 1984/85 and 567,000 tons for 1985/86. The
amount of the aid has been as follows:

(ECU/100 kg.)

Month Aid

1982/83: 1 September 1982 35,328
1 December 1982 37,578
1 March 1983 36,172
1 June 1983 27,892

1983/84: 1 September 1983 23,806
1 December 1983 22,668
1 March 1984 20,119
1 June 1984 26,236

1984/85: 1 September 1984 32,563
1 December 1984 33,719
1 March 1985 27,914
1 June 1985 40,034
1 September 1985 55,833
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2. "FIBRE FLAX AND HEMP" SECTOR

The Community regulations provide for the following measures:

1. Production aid

In order to ensure a fair income for the producers concerned, a system
of aid has been established for fibre flax and hemp grown in the Community.

The amount of this aid is fixed each year, per hectare of area sown
and harvested.

For hemp, the aid is granted to the producer. For fibre flax, half of
the aid is granted to the flax producer and the other half to the person
who purchases the raw flax for processing into fibre.. If the producer
processes his own raw flax or arranges for it to be processed, he receives
the entire amount of the aid.

The areas sown and the amount of aid per hectare have been as follows:

Amount of aid

ECU/ha Area (ha)

Fibre flax

Marketing year
Marketing year
Marketing year
Marketing year

Hemp

Marketing year
Marketing year
Marketing year
Marketing year

1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86

304.26
322.52
319.29
322.48

2. Aid to private storage of flax and hemp tow

In order to avoid or alleviate a slump in prices, holders of tow can
conclude storage contracts in the event of temporary market imbalance.
This situation arose in 1981 in respect of long flax fibre bundles and hemp
fibre bundles, and use was made of this possibility then.

1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86

335.02
355. 12
351. 57
355.09

50,600
53,000
64,800
75,500

5,300
5,000
5,000
6,400
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3. Aids to improve the organisation of production, marketing and
processing

Measures can be introduced to improve the organization of production,
marketing and processing, to improve quality and to promote research into
new uses. No specific measures have yet been taken in this area, however.

4. Aids to encourage use of flax fibre bundles

In 1980/81 and 1981/82, Community measures were taken to encourage the
use of flax in the Community. The estimated cost was ECU 600,000 for
1980/81 and ECU 1,200,000 for 1981/82. These measures were largely
financed from that part of aid per hectare that is not paid to the
beneficiaries but is earmarked for financing these measures. These
measures are likewise being taken for the marketing years from 1982/83 to
1986/87 but they are being financed entirely out of an amount withheld from
the production aid. The estimated cost for 1982/83 and 1983/84 is ECU
2,330,000 for each of those two marketing years, and ECU 4,500,000 for the
ensuing three marketing years.
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3. "SILKWORMS" SECTOR

Provision is made for the following measures under the Community
regulations:

1. Production aid

In order to contribute to ensuring a fair income for silkworm rearers,
an aid has been established for silkworms reared in the Community. The
amount of the aid is fixed each year per box of silkworm eggs used. The
aid is granted to the rearer responsible for rearing the worms.

The number of boxes used and the amount of
follows:

the aid have been as

2. Aid to improve quality

Provision is made for Community measures to improve the quality of
silkworms and silkworm eggs but none have yet been drawn up. The
objectives pursued can be attained, at least to some extent, through
horizontal measures designed to improve agricultural structures.

Amount of aid
Number of boxes (ECU/box)

Rearing year 1983/84 5,500 106
Rearing year 1984/85 6,800 107.59
Rearing year 1985/86 108.67
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"SEEDS" SECTOR

Under the Community regulations in force since 1 May 1972 and applied
as from 1 July 1972, a production aid is granted for certain types of
seeds.

The amount of aid is fixed taking into account the market situation
(balance between supply and demand) as well as the price for these products
on third country markets.

The amount of the aid is fixed for two consecutive marketing years.

The amount of aid for marketing years 1984/85 to 1986/87 has been
fixed as follows:

(ECU/t.)

1984/85 1985/86 1986/87

I. Graminae Between 146 Between 146 Between 146
and 669 and 669 and 669

II. Leguminosae Between 0 Between 0 Between 0
and 541 and 541 and 541

III. Oilseeds Between 156 Between 156 Between 156
and 216 and 216 and 216

IV. Cereals (rice spelt) Between 110 Between 110 Between 110
and 146 and 146 and 146
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"HOPS" SECTOR

In order to ensure a fair income for hop producers and to achieve
sound management of the market, the Community regulations were amended
substantially on 17 May 1977. As amended, the regulations provide for the
institution of a system of aid per hectare and per group of hop varieties.
This aid is granted in those regions of the Community in which recognized
producer groups are able to ensure a fair income for their members and to
achieve rational management of supply, the aid being granted to such
producer groups alone. In the other regions, aid is granted to individual
producers.

The amount of the aid is fixed each year for the preceding year's
harvest, on the basis of proceeds from the harvest concerned. The aid has
been granted since 1978 on the basis of the system established under the
new basic regulation.

It was granted in respect of three groups of varieties:

(i) aromatic

(ii) bitter

(iii) other

The amounts per hectare were as follows:

(ECU/ha)

1982 1983 1984

Aromatic 300 300 300

Bitter 250 250 300

Other 300 300 300
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"DRIED FODDER" SECTOR

As from marketing year 1974/75, an organization of the market was
established in the dehydrated fodder sector in the context of a Community
policy to encourage cultivation of protein-bearing crops. It provided,
inter alia, for the grant of aid in respect of the quantity of dehydrated
fodder produced that meets certain conditions in respect of moisture
content and protein content.

Since 1978/79 marketing year, the system has been changed: the new
common organization of markets in the dried fodder sector covers the
following products: dehydrated fodder, the principal leguminous
vegetables, sun-dried and ground, protein concentrates obtained from
alfalfa and grass juice, and dehydrated potatoes. The other main features
of the new system are the fixing each year of a target price at a fair
level for producers, the granting of a fixed-rate aid to processing
undertakings, together with an additional aid if the world market price
falls below the target price. The additional aid is fixed each month.

The main features of the market organization system have developed as
follows:

(ECU/t.)

1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86

Target Price 148.08 168.81 178.94 177.15 178.92
Fixed-rate aid 7.03 8.01 8.49 8.41 8.49

Additional aid

(Percentage of the
difference between
the target price
and the world

rket price.)
- dehydrated fodder

and protein
concentrates 80% 100% 100% 100% 100%

- fodder dried
otherwise 80% 50% 50% 50% 50%
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"PEAS, BROAD BEANS, FIELD BEANS AND SWEET LUPINS" SECTOR

A. Used as fodder

Taking into account in particular the low self-sufficiency ratio of
the Community in regard to proteins for animal feed, special measures for
peas, broad beans and field beans used as fodder were adopted by the
Council on 22 May 1978 in order to encourage this production. These
measures have been in operation since 1 July 1978. In 1984 they were
extended to cover sweet lupins.

Since the products concerned are in direct competition with oilcake
imported from third countries at zero duties, a system has been established
under which aid is granted to fodder manufacturers who use field peas,
broad beans, field beans and sweet lupins produced in che Community, if the
world market price of soyacake is less than the activating price for aid
fixed for soyacake. This aid is granted only if the fodder manufacturer
has paid to the producer a price not lower than the minimum price, fixed by
the Council at an equitable level to the producer.

As from marketing year 1981/82, these prices have developed as
follows:

(ECU/kg.)

1983/84 1984/85 1985/86
Activating price (peas,
broad beans and field beans) 51.76 51.24 52.04

Activating price (sweet
lupins) - 47.82 48.25

Minimum price (peas,
broad beans and field beans) 29.19 28.90 28.90 (peas)

27.90 (broad beans,
field beans)

Minimum price (sweet
lupins) _ 31.79 31.79
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B. Used for human consumption

For marketing years as from 1982/83, the Council has amended the
special measures in respect of peas and field beans, and has established a
system of aid for these products used for human consumption.

A guide price is fixed each year for these products. The Commission
ascertains the world market price at the Community frontier. Aid is
granted to users of peas and field beans intended for human consumption, in
an amount equal to the difference between the recorded world market price
and the guide price provided they pay a minimum price to the producer. The
m-inimum price is thc same as that of peas and field beans intended for use
as fodder.

For marketing years 1982/83 and 1983/84, the guide price was fixed at
ECU 31.40/100 kg. and ECU 33.44/100 kg. For 1984/85 and 1985/86 it was
fixed at ECU 33.11/100 kg.

With effect from the 1985/86 marketing year, and in respect of
products used for animal as well as those used for human feeding, the
regulations have been supplemented by a system of monthly price increases.
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UNITED KINGDOM

AGRICULTURE

1. On 1 February 1973 the mechanisms of the Common Agriculture Policy of
the EC were adopted. Where there is common organisation of the market the
EC arrangements might include elements of support buying import Levies,
report restrictions and for certain commodities direct production subsidies.
These arrangements are implemented by the Intervention Board for Agricultural
Produce whose activities cover the hole range of the gurantee aspects of
the CAP including refunds on imports from other EC countries.

2. Previously the basic system of agricultural support in the United Kingdom
vas provided by guaranteed prices and deficiency payments.

The Agriculture Act of 1957 still makes provision for guaranteed prices
for potatoes and wool. Guaranteed prices for these products are determined
annually by the Government after a review of the economic condition and
prospects of the agricultural industry. The wool and potato guarantees are
not, however, listed below as a subsidy because their purpose is to prevent
excessive fluctuations in prices and not to subsidize producers.

3. Additional assistance is also given to the industry in the form or grants.
These accord with EC directives designed to promote capital investment in order
to improve productivity, to increase incomes here these are below average
earnings outside agriculture, and to assist less favoured areas.

PRICE GUARANTEES

Farming Grants and Subsidies

I. The Agriculture and Horticulture Development Scheme (AHDS) 1980

1. Nature and extent of subsidy

(a) The Agriculture and Horticulture Development Scheme came into
operation on 1 October 1980, replacing the Fam and horticulture
Development Scheme (FMDS). It puts into effect the EC Directives
on Farm Modernisation and Less-Favoured Areas. (Directives
72/159 EC and 75/268 EC). The Scheme, which is partly financed
by the Community's Agricultural Fund, offers assistance to
eligible farmers and growers to develope their agricultural
business.
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(b) The AHDS is designed to enable existing biculturall businesses,
through modernisation, to earn incc es pet labour unit comparable
with those in non-agricultural occupations. Extra aid is given
to businesses in less-favoured areas and to those concentrating
on the production of beef and sheepmeat. To be eligible under the
Scheme, an applicant must submit, a development plan designed to
support at least one man working full-time (one Labour unit), and
raise the income of each employee to the appropriate level within
six years. Other conditions of eligibility are that arming is
the applicant' s main occupation and that he must have had as least
live year's experience in the industry, or hold an appropriate
certificate from a recognised teaching establishment. It is also
necessary for him to keep farm accounts in an approved manner.

(c) An applicant whose eligibility has been established and hose
development plan has been approved may receives

(W) Capital grants for a wide range of investments necessary
to carry out a development plan (including livestock);

(ii) A "guidance premium" payable over a period of three years,
for plans which concentrate on the breeding or keeping of
cattle or sheep for meat production;

(iii) Grant spread over four years to help meet the expense involved
in keeping farm accounts;

(iv) Assistance with professional tees incurred in drawing
up approved development plans;

(y) Priority in acquiring land given up under the Payments to
Outgoers Schae, but no assistance with the purchase of
such land.

2. Rate of subsidy

The standard rate of grant for items eligible under AHDS is 32.5 per cent
vith special rates for less-favoured areas. Examples of grant rates are given
below with LFA rates in- brackets.

(a) Capital Improvements

Agriculture Horticulture

Permanent Building, silos 12.5 (37.5) -
Field drainage ;z5 (50) 32.5
Roads, grids, fences, valls
pens, dips etc 32.5 (50) 32.5

Grassland improvement 32.. (50) -
Land levelling, subsoilin etc 32.5 (50) 32.5
Extra permanent horticultural
buildings - - 5

Replacement horticultural
buildings 32.5

Horticultural equipment
(marketing purposes only) - - 20

Livestock (first purchase 5 10 35
Fees for development plans 32.5 32.5) 32.5
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(b) Guidance premium

Year 1 - Approx. £30.56 per hectar- up to a limit oa £3,056
per holding.

Year 2 - Approx. £20.67 per hectare up to a limit of t2,067
par holding.

Year 3 - Approx. £10.52 per hectare up to a limit of £1,052
per holding.

(c) Account-keepinggrant

Yeaz 1 - Approx. £193 (1983), Approx. £205 (1984)
Year 2 - Approx. £103
Year 3 - Approx. £103
Year 4 - Approxe £103

Notes The Ligures given in (b) an (c) above are correct as at
May 1984 and remain unchanged from 1 January 1985.

II. The Agriculture and Horticulture Grant Scheme 1980

l. Nature and extent of subsidy

(a) The Agriculture and Horticulture Grant Scheme 1980 is made under
Section 28 and 29 of the Agriculture Act 1970 and came into
operation of 1 October 1980. The Scheme complies with the terms
of EC Directives on Farm Modernisation (Directive 72/159) and
Less-Favoured Areas (Directive 7/268). It replaced the Farm
Capital Grant Scheme 1973 and the Horticulture Capital Grant
Scheme 1973.

(b) The Scheme is designed to provide assistance to agricultural and
horticultural production businesses vhich do not qualifyor do
not vish to apply Bar aid under the FEGCA-assisted Agriculture and
Horticulture Development Scheme. Grant is payable on capital
expenditure incurred on such items as buildings (excluding
living accomodation and additional horticultural production
buildings and ancillary services; field drainage; water supply;
farm roads. and bridges; various land improv-nent vorks; and
plant or equipment designed and intended Bor the preparation aor
market oa horticultural produce. Grant is not payable on any
expenditure related to egg or poultry production.

2. Rate ot subsidv

(a) There are limits on grant aid Bor dairying and pig production. Also
limits on grant-aidable expenditure in a tvo-year period and any
six-year period. The limit in acy six-year period is just under
£50,000.

(b) The standard rate of grant is 1 per cent of expenditure, though
there is an energy conservation measure for heated glass-houses vith
a rate of 37* per cent, also one far the replanting o! apple and pear
orchards vith specified varieties at a grant rate o! 224 per cent.
Agricultural businesses situated in Less-Pavoured Areas vith an income
per labour unit less than the comparable incare quality far grant
far field drainage at 30 per cent, and vork on hedging and valls of
traditional materials at 60 per cent, for vater supplY and various
other land improvement vorks at 30 per cent and Bor buildings and
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ancillary facilities, roads, bridges and ancillary road
works at a 20 per cent rate.

3. Amount of subsidy

The cost of grant under this Scheme and the two Schemes it replaced is
estimated te be £92.7 million for 1982/83 and £92.6 million for 1983/84.

III. The Agriculturil and Horticultural Co-operation Scheme 1985

l. Nature and extent of grants

(a) Background and authority

The Agricaltural and Horticultural Co-operation Schoee vas made
under Part IV oi the Agricialture Act 1967 and came into operation
on 1 April 1971. The 1985 Scheme consolidates the amendments
made since the original -Sche vas introduced. It applies to the
whole oa the United Lingdome

The Scheme provides grants for co-operation mainly in the storage
and preparation for market oa primary agricultural azd horticultural
pracduce.

(b) Procedure and Scope

Grant is available on both capital and nooecapital costs recsmmended
by Food frai Britan' s Co-operative Development Division and
approved by the appropriate Agriculture Kizister. Grant is generally
paid on completion oa a capital project but cau be paid by quarterly
instalments (in arrears) towards salaries and expenses of key sta.i
deployed by the co-operative in any tree of the first five years
of its existence. The maximum rates oa grant are:

For capital projects:

(1) Horticultural cooperatives

For centralised off farm facilities, 30% towards the cost
of buildings and 25% towards the cost of equipment for
storage aïd preparation for markets; For use on farm, 15%
oi cost oi equipment for storage and preparation for market.

(2) Agricultural co-operatives (except grain)

For centralised off farm facilities, 25% towards the cost
oa buildings.

(3) Cereals cooperatives

For centralised off farm facilities, 10% towards the cost of
buildings, 10% towards the cost drying equipment.

For Non-Capital projects:
(4) 75% of costs of surveys, feasibility studies and formation

costs.

(5) 33,% of costs of managerial and other key staff salaries and
expenses for three years during the first five years of the
co-operatives existence.

(6) 90% towards research of a kind proposed by Food from Britain
and to be carried out or promoted by an applicant approved
by them.
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(c) Amount of grant

The totaL cost for the financial year 1983/84 was £3,746e251.

FISHERIES

I. Grants for the acquisition and improvement of fishing vessels

1. Nature and extent of the subsidies

(a) Backgroundand authority

Under the Fisheries Act 1981 the Sea Fish Industry Authority
make grants from Government funds for the acquisition and
improvement of fishing vessels and the installation of new
engines in existing vessels within the United Kingdom subject
to the conditions of the Scheme- The FishingVessels
(Acquisition and Imprveent) (Grants) Scheme1981.

(b) Incidence

Grant is given towards the capital costs of construction and
improvement of vessels employed in catching or processing sea
fish. The current rate of grant is 25 per cent of the approved
expenditure for all fishing vessels. Improvements which may be
aided are those designed to result in greater efficiency or
economy in the operation of the vessel or better working
conditions for the officers or crew.

(c) Amount of grant in the United Kingdom.
Expenditure on grants in 1982/83 was £4.5 million and for 1983/84
was £6.1 million. These figures includes grants given by the
Highlands and Islands Development Board.

(d) Estimated amont per unit

The ammount of subsidy is related to the approved cost of the
vessel and has no direct bearing on the quantity of fish
landed.

2. Effect of subsidy

Statistics of production, consumption imports and experts are given
at Annex I.

II. Grants for the permanent withdrawal of vessels of 10 metres or more from
the fishing fleet

1. Nature and extent of the subsidies

(a) Background and authority
Under the Pisheries Act 1981 the Govrnment makes grants to owners
of fishing vessels who permanently remove their vessels fromthe
fleet provided they comply with the conditions of the Fishing Vessels
(Pinancial Assistace) Scheme 1983 which implements the provisions
of Council Directive 83/515/EEC.
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(b) ,I=dence

Grant of £400 per GRT is available to overs of registered fishing
vessels pemanenly vithdravn froe operation vithîn the sea £ish
catching industries of the member states by means ot

(W) sq'appinge

(ii) permanent transfer to a tlird country or

(iii) assignment to a purpose other thaa ishing for profit
in Coeumity vaters.

Vessel mut be fit to fish at the date ot application and must have
spent at least 100 days on sea Iishing voyages in the ovnershîp ot
the applicant in the preceding calea year.

(c) &Mou.2 eMa in t UUàted rinado

xpenditiwe in 19849 the first year f Operation cl theSdiee, is
estimated to amount to over £8 million.

2. Etteet et subSLi

Almost ail ct the largely redmdant distant vater fleet bas been decmissioned.
The ether maiï beoeficiaries of grant have been near vater trawlers on the East
Ceat largely diverted te North Sea ol rig vork ad smaller, older, mainly vooden
±nshore vessels diverted to pleasure boat use.

Ne. Grants are asoe available under the Fishing Vessels (Fi-ancial Assistance)
Schme for the temporary layig up of fishing vessels and l'o encouraging
exwlpratery voyages and joint ventures in certain parts of the Mediterraneau
and Vest Africa. Pirst payments are mot expected umtil 1985.

II Grants for harbour and harbour related facilities

1. Natwe aid extent of te subsidv

(a) Backgrund and autherit

Under Section 2 oe the Fisheries Act 1955 grants are available in
Great Britain to public authorities mg other samiar bodies fCr
harbour and harbour related facilities here such assistance vill
promote the maintemmce or development ot the tishin industry.
Loans are also available in Scotland for uthorities other than
local authorities. I Northera IrelaM grants are available under
Section 3 ct the Rarbours Act (Noorthem Irelad) 1970 to persons
iaproving maintaining or uaaging a beabouw or carrying eut harbour
operations.
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(b) I =i4ence

grants are available tovards the apital cost oC constrcion
improeut ae repair of harbour and other facilities wsed
by the lishiz4 industry. In England and Vales the rate of
grant is normally 20 per cent for the major ports and 50 per
cent 2or all others. In Scotland and Northern Ireland rates
oa grant vary according to circumstances but do not normally
exceed 75 per cent.

.(c) Amat o! subsidy

Expesditvwe cn grants in 1981/82 vas 11.9 million, in 1982/B3 vas
11.92 million and for 1983/84 £1.7 million. Loans amouting
to 10.19 million in 1981/82. 10.008 million in 1982/83 and 10.1
million in 1983/84 vere taken up in Scotland.

2. Effect of subsidy

Statistics of production, consuption, imports an exports are given at
Anex i.
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ANNEX I

UNITED KINGDOMFISERIES

Production: (landings by British vessels, (excluding shellfish)

Tonnes
1982

England and Wales

Scotland
Northern Ireland
Total United Kingdom

Trades Imports (landed weight equivalent, (excluding shellfish)

Exports (product weight, (excluding shellfish)

220,210
469,160
20,319

709,689

1983

195,959
466,408
13,550
675e917

1982

342,280

1983

331,959

1982

239,574

Consumption: (estimates of fish supplies per head) (kgs).

198

Fish

Fresh, frozen, etc. 4.9

Herring 0.2
White Fish 4.7
Shellfish (edible wt.) 3.6
Canned Fish (imp.) 1.5
Total (edible wt.) 7.0

1983

324,860

1982 1983*

5.0
0.1

4.9
0.6
1.3
6.9

* Not available


